Impact of surface thermodynamics on bacterial transport.
Microbial surface thermodynamics correlated with bacterial transport in saturated porous media. The surface thermodynamics was characterized by contact-angle measurement and the wicking method, which was related to surface free energies of Lifshitz-van der Waals interaction, Lewis acid-base interaction, and electrostatic interaction between the bacteria and the medium matrix. Transport of three different strains of bacteria present at three physiological states was measured in columns of silica gel and sand from the Canadian River Alluvium (Norman, OK, USA). Microorganisms in stationary state had the highest deposit on solid matrix, compared with logarithmic and decay states. The deposition correlated with the total surface free energy (DeltaG132TOT) and the differences in DeltaG132TOT were mainly controlled by the Lewis acid-base interaction. Infrared spectroscopy showed that the increased deposition correlated with an increase in the hydrogen-bonding functional groups on the cell surfaces.